SKETCH OF CULVER AND FRANTZ MINES
Showing
TRESPASS OF FRANTZ= CULVER
and
PILLAR LEFT TO REPLY ABOVE TRESPASS
Scale 1:500
Jan 22, 1958

FRANTZ TRESPASS on Culver as shown on above Sketch
= 40 ft
Pillar to reply above Trespass
= 80 feet
Postion 5, 50 feet

Note - Above pillar removed during opening of 1920
and shipped to Frantz, Ore.

On to reply above trespass, shipped
from Frantz stockpile, Jan 22, 1958

A.O. Moore
CONSUMERS ORE CO.
UNDERGROUND MAP OF
FRANTZ MINE
835 FT. LEVEL
BUHL, MINN.

SCALE 1:40